
 

 
Broadcast Basics 

8/28/17 to 9/1/17 

This week’s research consisted of understanding the qualities of a successful broadcaster.            

The best broadcasters are the ones that communicate well, have good investigative skills, a              

versatile personality, and someone who is able to work well under pressure. Communication             

goes a long way within the broadcasting world, because it is such a key component as the                 

elements of production cannot come together without clear communication. Additionally, great           

investigative skills allow broadcasters to expand their prep work, for example, one who             

investigates an athlete, team or coach, with great detail, will have more questions ready to go                

while reporting live, as well as, reporting accurate information. A broadcaster that can adjust to               

his or her environment and remain neutral during heated situations have a better chance of               

preventing controversy and making a bad name for their self and employer. Finally, a              

broadcaster that can work well under pressure, will without a doubt get the job done, no matter                 

the circumstances.  

Working well under pressure is an important quality for a broadcaster, because in some              

situations, one may have to improv during unplanned situations. As of right now, I do not have                 

any questions, regarding the qualities of a great broadcaster. This week during ISM, everyone              

had to write and present, an “All about Me,” speech. I was very comfortable presenting in front                 

of my peers, and I was not too worried about the outcome of my speech. During my speech,                  

there was a lot going on in the hallway and it kind of took away from my speech, however, I                    

successfully ignored the distractions within my environment and continued along with my            

speech. However, it was a struggle trying to format my speech. Originally, I had planned on                

 



 

writing a speech, memorizing it, and then presenting it to the class. Fortunately, I took Mr.                

Spiece’s advice and wrote down key components about myself and how I’m going to utilize               

ISM, and freely, spoke about those topics during the speech.  

Overall, this week was a successful week, because I gained a better understanding of the               

qualities, great broadcasters possess, along with successfully presenting a speech. Next week I             

am going to work on time management and procrastinating less. I always get my work done                

within a timely manner, however, I feel that my assignments could incorporate more depth, if I                

start my assignments at least a week in advance. That way, I’ll have more time to be proactive,                  

and research topics that I want to know more about, or do not understand. Along with that, next                  

week’s research will focus on NFL Ethics.  

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 


